Adapting to children: information redundancy in language production
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**Background.** During conversations, speakers make decisions both about what they want to convey and how to communicate that with language. Previous research established that speakers are biased toward efficient communication: being sufficiently informative for listeners, while minimizing their own production effort (Grice, 1975; Jaeger & Buz, 2018; Zipf, 1949). Hence, efficient speakers expend less effort producing redundant elements (i.e., those typical of the situation and predictable with real-life knowledge). For example, Westerbeek et al. (2015) found more mentions of the color blue over red when referring to tomatoes, thereby reducing redundancy since tomatoes are stereotypically red. This creates an interesting situation when speaking to children. Unlike adult interlocutors, who have already acquired sufficient real-world knowledge, children are still learning what is typical in the world. Therefore, what is redundant for an adult may not be such for a child. Consequently, when talking to children, the pressure for efficiency may be outweighed by the need to use language informatively to explain how the world is, thereby leading speakers to produce signals that would be considered to be redundant for adults in order to maximize the informativity for a child. Tal et al. (2021a, 2021b) showed that speakers used longer references like full noun phrases for highly predictable targets when talking to younger compared to older children, and this redundancy declined as children aged.

Most research on informativity considers the linguistic forms that speakers employ rather than the content itself. Thus, it is unclear (1) how informativity may be reflected in the overall propositional meaning speakers choose to convey and (2) how the needs of different interlocutors interact with this choice. The current study explored whether speakers select content with different levels of informativity when they are communicating with different listeners (adult vs. children). We predicted that similar to the findings on linguistic expressions, messages directed to children would also be more redundant than those directed to adults.

**Stage 1. Elicit production data.** We collected production data from 12 adults who saw 40 paintings, presented with a photo of either an adult or a child, and wrote down what they’d say about the painting to their interlocutor. We examined the sentence length (number of words per sentence, Dickinson & Porche, 2011) and sentence type (declaratives vs. questions vs. fragments, Dong et al., 2021). Additionally, since people with higher empathy are better at predicting and responding to others’ actions (Newman-Norlund et al., 2009; Saxe & Baron-Cohen, 2006), we measured participants’ empathy levels via the Empathy Quotient (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004).

**Results.** We obtained 480 descriptions segmented into 1471 sentences (adult: 687, child: 784). The data were analysed using mixed effects models for sentence length (linear) and each of the sentence types (logistic) with condition (adult vs. child), empathy score, and their interaction as fixed effects, with maximal random effects.1 We controlled for item order when looking at sentence length and used a Bonferroni-corrected p-value of .17 for significance. Consistent with features of child-directed speech (Soderstrom, 2007), our results revealed that child-directed descriptions (1) were shorter in sentence length ($\beta=-1.91$, $SE=0.69$, $p=.020$), (2)

1 Sentence_length ~1+ Condition*EQ+Order+(Condition|ID)+(Condition+Order|Picture)  
Declarative ~1+Condition*EQ+(Condition|ID)+(Condition+Order|Picture)  
Question ~1+Condition*EQ+(Condition|ID)+(Condition+Order|Picture)  
Fragment ~1+Condition*EQ+(Condition|ID)+(Condition+Order|Picture)
contained fewer declaratives ($\beta = -1.11, SE = 0.40, p = .006$), and (3) tended to have more questions ($\beta = 1.90, SE = 0.94, p = .04$). If declaratives convey more (propositional) content than other forms, child-directed descriptions appear to contain less content. In addition, speakers with higher empathy shortened their sentences to a greater extent ($\beta = -0.15, SE = 0.06, p = .029$), produced more questions ($\beta = 0.12, SE = 0.04, p = .003$), and tended to use fewer declaratives ($\beta = -0.09, SE = 0.03, p = .006$) in child-directed descriptions. The findings support the idea that more empathetic speakers may be more sensitive to the listener during communication (Rowe, 2008). The speakers appeared to engage in audience design in a manner comparable to real-life interactions even when they were only informed about the general identity of a listener.

**Stage 2. Collect Informativity ratings.** An independent group of adults evaluated the informativity of the content of collected descriptions. Since the paintings were visually available to the speakers and their imaginary addressees in Stage 1, we speculated that content of observable information from the painting would be predictable and redundant, whilst content that could not be ascertained simply by looking at the painting would be newsworthy and informative. 102 participants rated description newsworthiness based on ‘How far does the speaker go beyond the artwork?’ from 1 (the lowest) to 10 (the highest), resulting in 24,480 ratings for 240 descriptions (see figure 1, lower ratings indicate more redundancy, i.e., the speaker did not go beyond the artwork).

![Figure 1: the mean and distribution of the ratings across conditions](image)

**Results.** We analysed the ratings using a maximal linear mixed effects model with the identity of the original addressee (adult vs. children) as a fixed effect, controlling for sentence length and the number of sentences in the description.² Child-directed descriptions received significantly lower ratings than adult-directed descriptions ($\beta = -0.37, SE = 0.18, p = .048$), suggesting that the speakers were judged as conveying less informative content when talking to children.

**Discussion and conclusion.** Our findings align with previous research on communicative efficiency, which demonstrated that speakers increased redundancy to avoid potential

²Rating ~ Condition + SentenceLength + SentenceNum + (Condition + SentenceNum + SentenceLength | Participant) + (Condition + SentenceNum + SentenceLength | Painting) + (Condition + SentenceNum + SentenceLength | Speaker)
communication failure (Buz et al., 2016; Tal et al., 2021). Although speakers may have a general preference to be informative, they still choose to convey redundant content when their listener, a child, may have difficulties in understanding complex ideas and knowledge. We suggest that redundant content may be newsworthy from the perspective of the children because they have not established adult-like world knowledge yet. Thus, speakers may choose the content that is within children’s knowledge, or use questions, which do not provide much information at all. Our study is the first to show that the identity of the audience not only affects speakers’ choice on how to formulate their messages, but also their decision on what messages to communicate.
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